Impact Report 2018
Dementia Adventure has a vision of society in
which people live well with dementia, have contact
and connection with nature, and enjoy a sense of
adventure. A society where people enjoy a full range
of activities, have strong relationships with people
in their communities and have access to places
connected to their interests, passions and dreams.
“Without players’ support we wouldn’t exist in our current form. Their
effect has been transformational and liberating, an absolute Godsend in
enabling us to expand our work to reach and benefit more people.” 1

Players’ support of almost £1 million has made a
dramatic difference to Dementia Adventure (DA)
and those living with dementia across the UK.2
In this report, we look back at the last five years
and share some of the key messages and impact
of our work since our long-term partnership with
People’s Postcode Lottery began in 2014.
1. In October 2018, we delivered our 100th
supported holiday. Over 620 people have
enjoyed supported dementia holidays and
short breaks
2. Our capacity and reach have increased
greatly, directly benefitting 9,290 people
through training
3. Every £10 of support from players has enabled
us to secure a further £14.30 of vital funds to
support our charitable activities.
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The number of people with dementia is
predicted to rise to over 1 million by 2025.3
Whilst we wait and hope for a cure there is much that
can be done today to treat and support people.
Dementia Adventure, by thinking differently about
dementia, provides a positive alternative to the
traditional models of respite, health and social care
provision. We focus on what people can do, supporting
them to have more choice and control, embracing
positive risk taking through a wide variety of experiences
and activities outdoors.
Thanks to the amazing support of players’, our charity is
making a really positive impact in these areas.
Thank you!

Neil Mapes, interviewed by Skyblue Research in Autumn 2015.
2014 £100k, 2015 £150K, 2016 £150K, 2017 £250K and 2018 £300k. Total, as of 2018 of £950k, with a further £450k received for the 2019 year.
https://www.alzheimers.org.uk/about-us/news-and-media/facts-media
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Direct and enabled impact
of players’ support
The costs associated with dementia are substantial. The annual cost of a person living in the community in the earlier
stages of dementia is £26k, rising to £43k in the moderate stages and £55k in the severe stages.4 The work of
Dementia Adventure can delay or reduce these costs by keeping people socially and physically active and
emotionally engaged through activities. Spending longer in the earlier stages can both maintain and bring major
improvements in quality of life.

INCREASED
COLLABORATION

INCREASED LEVERAGE
Our income has grown each year from
£75,377 in 2013 to £860,063 in 2017 5

26

For every £10 of support we receive
from Players, we secure a further £14.30

26 different charitable trusts
and foundations have supported
us to deliver grant-funded projects
in the last five years.

Every £1 spent
on fundraising
generates £22
(2017 figure)

INCREASED CAPACITY

INCREASED
CAPABILITY

16

93,566

We have found new ways to effectively
communicate with 93,566 people
online in 2018, a growing following.

INCREASED
BENEFICIARIES
620

620 individuals have
enjoyed supported
holidays and short breaks.

Our staff team
has doubled to
16 staff in 2018

110 2018

Number of
volunteers
increased

The added value that
volunteers bring to the
organisation was worth
£111,497 in 2018 alone,
fulfilling a diverse range of roles.

9,290 people
have benefited
from training
and support,
education and
awareness

30 2014

WE:
INSPIRE
CHALLENGE
EVIDENCE
EMPOWER

I am really delighted with our journey with Dementia Adventure, they represent so much of what we want
to support. Sadly, services for the most vulnerable are not seen as being important to the general public.
Dementia Adventure provides a non-medical offer that really means something to families.
Sian Edwards, Executive Director, Andrews Charitable Trust
4
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Alzheimer’s Society, 2014.
2018 financial year income figure will be published in March 2019.
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The social impact of our
holidays and short breaks
Since 2014, players’ support has helped us to increase the number of people living
with dementia, and their carers, who have enjoyed our unique supportive and
adventurous holidays.
Key highlights:
people have benefited from a supported
°°620
dementia holiday

°°We have delivered over 100 holidays
2018 our first international holidays to Portugal
°°In
were recognised with a Silver Travel award
2018 we provided 219 holiday places in that
°°In
year alone, an increase of 140% from the
previous year.

Dementia makes day to day
living a very lonely and boring
existence. It was great to be
amongst people who understood
the problems and gave all of us a
chance to forget it and just have
fun and be able to laugh again.
I saw glimpses of David that I
haven’t seen for a long time.
Gill (family carer)

Our holidays are leading to lasting well-being
improvements for people living with dementia:
The difference Dementia Adventure support
makes to those living with dementia (PLWD)
Pre Holiday

Post Holiday
32%

I feel positive
and happy

54%
38%

I feel loved and
close to my friends
and family

35%

I feel physically
able and well
I have confidence to
go outdoors and try
new things

12%

44%

29%
I feel I can continue
my independence
at home No data available
0%

25%

87%

70%

88%
82%

100%

% of PLWD responses for ‘most of the time’ (2017 data)
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43%

I feel physically
able and well

43%

66%

72%
77%
63%

41%

25%

81%

66%
73%

36%

I have a postitive relationship
with the person living with
dementia who I care for

0%

6 Months Post

57%
50%

I feel loved and
close to my friends
and family

I feel I can continue
my caring role
75%

Post Holiday

18%

I have confidence to
go outdoors and try
new things

71%

56%

50%

Pre Holiday
I feel positive
and happy

67%

58%

I have a postitive
relationship with my
main supporter(s)

Carer self reported outcomes, pre, post and
six months following a DA holiday

6 Months Post

75%

57%

It is striking that there were a number of shared
outcomes for not only those living with dementia, but
for their carers and families too:

50%

77%
77%

68%

79%

75%

100%

% of responses for ‘most or all of the time’ (2017 data)
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Impact stories
Linda and Steve’s story
“Amazing, made a big difference to our lives, we feel
so much more positive and stronger emotionally.”
In September 2018, we were given the chance to support Steve who, at
61, was in the process of being diagnosed with early onset dementia. At
that time, he and his partner Linda were going through a terrible time
in their lives, both emotionally and financially. The couple were both
unemployed and without any proper benefits in place and they were
relying on the local food bank. They needed something to lift them
out of what was threatening to become a downward spiral. We helped
them have a break, fully subsidised from our charity resources. We
picked them up from home, and took them away for a five-day break
to Magdalen farm in Dorset. During the week away, they really had the
chance to relax and enjoy themselves and importantly, ate well for the
first time in ages.
After the holiday Linda said she felt: “Uplifted—grateful that someone
cared enough to help us…Not invisible anymore…Able to leave the
house and stand up for what we need as a family...Life changing.”

Chris (back centre)
and John to Chris’ left
wearing a hat

Chris and John’s story
Dementia Adventure gave Dad something to look
forward to and keep him going. Dad lived quite
happily with dementia and DA played a big part
in that.
I came across DA’s Thames Sailing Barge trip, and I thought, ‘that
would be fun.’ A bit of self-interest there! We were nervous, as this
boat is moored off the shore for a week, so you’re committed. We
went and the rest was history. Looking back, I usually picture Dad
with cake. Cake plays a big part in Dementia Adventure holidays!
One holiday to Cornwall really stands out. The usual format on DA
holidays is four pairs, each with a volunteer carer. We went on that
trip as strangers, and by the end everyone really got on. It is hard to
put it into words, there’s a sort of magic to it. Everyone relaxes, all the
carers muck in. Dad would attach himself to one of the volunteers and
go off chatting away. I’d find myself with someone else and we just
swapped around. It was like a big family holiday. Dementia Adventure
gave Dad something to look forward to and keep him going. Dad lived
quite happily with dementia and DA played a big part in that.
Chris (family carer)

Dementia Adventure connect people to nature. It has been amazing for players to see how they’re
supporting this wonderful, passionate and innovative charity by playing and the difference Dementia
Adventure are making for people living with dementia. I was invited on one of their holidays and you
could see the impact it made. They really, truly care. From the start, we were full of excitement about
Dementia Adventure. We look forward to supporting them with what comes next.
Hazel Johnstone, Senior Programmes Manager – Health, Sport & Wellbeing, Arts, Culture & Heritage and Animal Welfare
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Training and support
Players’ support has helped us to upskill and
build confidence in individuals and organisations.
We show people how to ‘think differently
about dementia’ as a catalyst to increasing the
availability and impact of nature based, positive
risk taking activities for people with dementia.
Key highlights:

°°Directly trained and supported nearly 10,000 individuals
over 600 individuals through a new programme
°°Benefited
of ‘Thinking Differently about Dementia’ events for unpaid
family carers6

innovative digital learning resources, significantly
°°Developed
increasing our potential reach. Thinking Differently about

Dementia films and e-learning resources for the Royal
Voluntary Service volunteers have benefited over 800 people
in just six months.

We conducted an evaluation of over 41 Thinking Differently about
Dementia half-day events delivered across two years reaching 447
carers of people with dementia. Feedback showed how attendees
gained new knowledge about dementia, and understanding and
empathy for what someone living with dementia was feeling:

82% have the
confidence to go
outdoors and try
new things

96% have a better
understanding
of how to
communicate with
someone living
with dementia

96% have a
more positive
understanding of
dementia

People told us about the impact on their lives. Many carers went
away from the events with a better understanding of the support
available locally and nationally, providing a legacy of support whilst
also feeling much more positive with their situation.
They said things like:
This is something everyone living with
a relative with dementia should attend.
I feel so much more positive leaving
the session than when I walked
through the door.
It’s made me feel less alone and more
optimistic on this journey.

6
7

Family carer events have been funded by a range of other funders.
Skyblue 2015 report to People’s Postcode Lottery.

Research
Key highlight:
Players’ support
has enabled
us to influence
others by leading
and contributing
to research
projects. “Is it Nice
Outside?”, 2016,
commissioned by
Natural England,
provided valuable
evidence into how
we can help more people with dementia
continue to be active, get outdoors and
continue to do the things they love.

Thank you
to players
The support received from players of
People’s Postcode Lottery allows us to
create a long term vision by providing the
time and space to think, plan and consider,
and therefore to be creative and innovative.7
It is hard to summarise what an amazing
five years it has been, but the data
represented here also shows how we have
worked hard to understand and improve our
impact with new systems, processes and
software in place now to ensure that we
are able to consistently deliver high impact,
high quality support for people in the next
five years.
On behalf of the whole DA team I would
like to sincerely thank all of the players
of People’s Postcode Lottery for their
continued support in enabling people living
with dementia to remain
connected to outdoor
experiences. Together
we are changing how
living with dementia
is understood.

Neil Mapes, CEO
Dementia Adventure
Dementia Adventure, Unit 11, Old Park Farm
Main Road, Ford End, Essex CM3 1LN
t: 01245 237548

w: dementiaadventure.co.uk

Registered charity number (CIO): 1163163

